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Part A. Product differentiation: Transparency in Circular City (C. Schultz, Economics Letters,
2009). (17 pts). We consider a differentiated market à la Salop (1979) where a continuum of consumers

are located on a circle with circumference one, and firms compete in two stages. First, firms simultaneously

choose whether or not to enter in the market. Second, they simultaneously choose their prices given their

location. Finally, the consumers choose from which firm to buy one unit of the good.

A large number of firms with outside opportunity zero can enter the market at a cost of f . Maximum

differentiation is exogenously imposed. The firms that choose to enter are (exogenously and automatically)

located equidistant from one another on the circle. With n firms in the market, the distance between two

neighboring firms is 1/n. Marginal costs are constant and normalized to zero.

A consumer buys at most one unit of the (differentiated) good. If she buys at the price p from a firm, located

x away from her, her utility is

V = u− p− tx

where u > 0 is the reservation price, and t > 0 is the transportation cost, reflecting the consumer’s “picki-

ness”. For simplicity, we assume transportation cost t is suffi ciently high so that at least two firms enter the

market and the firms’price strategies are pure.

A1) (1 pt) Characterize the distance x̃ ∈ (0, 1n ) from which the located consumer is indifferent between

purchasing from firm i, who charges price pi, and purchasing from i’s closest neighbor, who charges price pj .

To reflect the lack of market transparency, we assume all consumers know firms’locations, but only a fraction,

φ ∈ (0, 1], is informed about the firms’prices. Both information types are uniformly distributed on the circle.

We assume that the market is covered. An uninformed consumer buys from the nearest firm, whatever its

price. Each firm will get the demand from half of the uninformed consumers located in between it and its

neighbors.

We solve the model backwards. We assume n firms have entered in the first period. We focus on symmetric

equilibria of the second period, where all firms charge the same price.

A2) (1 pt) Give firm i′s total demand when it charges price pi and the two firms neighboring firm i charge
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the same price p̄. We denote it as D (pi, p̄, φ, n).

A3) (1 pt) Give firm i′s second stage profit (the entry cost is sunk), when it charges price pi and other firms

charge the same price p̄. We denote it as π (pi, p̄, φ, n).

A4) (1 pt) Give firm i′s optimal price when other firms charge the same price p̄. We denote it as p∗i (p̄, φ, n).

A5) (3 pts) Give the symmetric equilibrium in price and the corresponding profit, denoted as p∗ (φ, n) and

π∗ (φ, n). How do they vary with the measure of transparency φ, and the number of firms n?

We now solve for the firms’entry choice in the first period.

A6) (2 pts) How many firms will enter the market at equilibrium? We denote it as n∗ (φ). How does it vary

with the measure of transparency φ?

A7) (2 pts) What is the equilibrium price at the equilibrium number of firms n∗ (φ), denoted as p∗ (φ)?

How does it vary with the measure of transparency φ?

A8) (3 pts) What is the net effect of an increase in transparency on consumers’average utility, V̄ ? Give an
interpretation.

A9) (2 pts) Which number of firms would choose a social planner, denoted as nFB? Compare this number
to the competitive solution. Which level of transparency would choose the social planner, denoted as φFB?

A10) (1 pt) Can we conclude that an increase in transparency with respect to the competitive solution leads
to a Pareto improvement?

Part B. Questions (3 pts).

Give an answer in one to two sentences maximum to each of the following questions.

B1) (1 pt) What is the impact of demand fluctuations on collusive behavior? Why?

B2) (1 pt) In a world where quality is costless, would all firms compete to improve the quality of their
products? Why?

B3) (1 pt) What effect does a company’s interest rate have on its incentive to break a cartel to which it
belongs?
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